
CHAPTIER 3

Transmlssometsr AN/GMQA10

TRANSMIS80METER 8ET AN/GMQ-10
provides a continuous record of the
atmospheric transmission of light along a
500-foot path between its projector and
receiver. They are located along a baseline
that is parallel with the centerline of the
approach-end of the runway. For dual
instrumentation, there is a projector and
receiver at each end of the runway.

2. The operation of the transmissometer
system is based on the principle of variation
of illumination with distance. The amount of
light that is received on each square
centimeter of an exposed target surface varies
inversely to the square of the distance from
the light source. If C represents the
candlepower of the lamp, I the amount of
illumination, and D the distance, the amount
of illumination received by a surface can be
computed using the following formula:

C
I =-D2

The unit of illumination is either foot-candles
or meter-candles.

3. Applying the formula to the
transmissorneter system, we have the
following fixed conditions: The projector
lamp beam has a candlepower rating of
140,000 when the applied voltage is 6 volts.
The distance between the projector and
receiver (the baseline) is normally 500 feet.
Thus, to compute the approximate
illumination at the receiver telescope when
there are no obstructions to visibility:

I
140,000

5002

or
14 X 10'

.:25 X 10'

Therefore,

I 14 0 -6 f -1- or .b oot-cand es
25

4. The transmissorneter measures light
intensity. A reduction in light intensity is
caused by obstructions such as fog, smoke,
and haze. The receiver converts the light
intensity into pulses which, in turn, are
converted to meter readings to indicate the
visibility. To see how this is accomplished, the
first section of the chapter takes you through
the block analysis of the AN/GMQ-10 system.
A discussion of circuit analysis follows to
further your understanding of the system.
The chapter concludes with a discussion on
troubleshooting and system maintenance.
Let's begin the discussion by taking a look at
data flow through the block diagram.

9. Block Analysis
9-1. Foldout 4 shows the block diagram of

the transmissometer set. The system consists
of three major units-projector, receiver, and
indicator. Each major unit has a series number
for the components in that unit. All
components in the projector are numbered in
the 300 series, the receiver components in the
100 series, and the indicator components in
the 200 series. The number in parentheses
below the block identifies a section of a unit
for t r ou b leshooting. 8ince the
transmissometer measures light intensity, a
good place to begin the discussion is with the
light source, the projector.

9-2. Projector. In foldout 4 the AC source
for the projector is block (1); pins 5 and 6 of
E303 are test points to measure the incoming
AC. 8301 (power ON/OFF) and F301 feed
the AC to three places: T302(2), B301(3),
and 8302(4). (The number in parentheses is
the block number on Fa 4.) T302 steps down
the AC to 26 volts for the input to bridge
rectifier CR30l. CR301 produces 13 VDC.
When the manual BACKGROUND switch
(8205) is closed, the 13 VDC energizes K301,
opening its contact and turning the projector
lamp off. B301 rotates a earn-operated switch
(8302). 8302 opens each hour for
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approximately 1 minute to make an
automatic background check.

9-3. Assume that the AC voltage is at pins
9 and 10 of E303. From there, it is fed to
T301, which is a voltage stabilizer circuit.
8303 and T303 step down the 115-VAC
output of T301 to give a choice of 4.8, 5.4,
6.0, 6.6, or 7.2 volts to operate the projector
lamp (E301). You can measure the lamp
voltage at pins 7 and 8 of E303. The projector
lamp is focused toward the receiver.

9-4. Receiver. In the receiver, the projector
light beam is focused on phototube V10l.
The intensity of the light beam controls the
conduction of V10l. More light strikes V101
on a clear day than on a foggy day. As more
light strikes V101, its conduction increases,
thus increasing the voltage level on the grid of
V102. V102 is a thyratron and conducts
when its grid voltage reaches the firing point.
The output of V102 is a series of pulses; the
frequency of the pulses is determined by the
conduction rate of V10l. The pulses from
V102 are coupled through T101 to amplifier
VI09.

9-5. The main signal route from VI09 is
through coupling transformer T102 and on to
C112. From C112 (18), the data pulses are
electrically transmitted to the indicator site.
This site may be located up to 5 miles from
the receiver.

9-6. Another signal path from VI09 is
through C110 and 8104 to VI08. VI08
circuitry averages the pulses into a DC voltage
that is applied to MI0I. MI0l indicates the
average value of this DC, which can also be
sent through 8103 back to the projector
meter, M30I. You use M301 when you are
alining the projector. A calibrate circuit is
used to adjust the averaging circuit of VI08.
The calibrate circuit uses the AC source (8)
voltage and connects it through 8107, FI0l,
and 8104 (calibrate position) to VI06
rectifier. VI06 and VI07 convert the 60-Hz
AC source into 3600 pulses per minute. This
is the calibrate signal for MI01 and M30l.
M102 is a calibration meter and indicates the
frequency of the AC source.

9-7. The receiver has its own power supply
(9); it consists of rectifier VI03 and voltage
regulator tubes VI04 and VI05. The
indicator processes and displays the signal
from the receiver.

9-8. Indicator. The signal pulses, at a
frequency of 0.5 to 4000 pulses per minute
(ppm), enter the indicator on pins 1 and 2 of
E203. As previously mentioned, the cable
between the receiver and indicator can be a
maximum length of 5 miles. L202 prevents
the background signal from being grounded

when you close 8205. C213 couples the
pulsed signal to the amplifier and blocks the
13 VDC from CR301. You can use 8206 to
short the incoming pulses to ground so that
you can zero the indicator metering circuit.
The signal pulses are amplified by V204 and
V205 and are connected to V201, a
thyratron. The thyratron (V201) circuit
converts the signal pulses into a DC voltage so
that it can be measured by a bridge network.
V201 has two operating ranges, high and low.
The low range handles input pulses from 0 to
4000 ppm, the high range from 0 to 800 ppm.
Two ranges increase the sensitivity of the
readout for more accurate reading during low
visibility conditions. During low visibility, a
larger portion of the meter face is used. This
multiplies the meter reading by 5, increasing
sensitivity and accuracy. The DC voltage from
V201 is coupled to V202. The circuits of
V202 and V203 form the bridge network.
When the grid voltage of V202 changes, it
causes a change in bridge current, which is
indicated on M201 and M203. These are the
indications of the visibility. M203 is an
ink-and-pen recording and M201 is a visual
meter indication of the visibility. 8201
disconnects M203 from the circuit.

9-9. The indicator also has a calibrate
circuit for adjusting the metering circuit. A
60-Hz source (19) is applied to V206 through
T202 (voltage stabilizer), 8204 (power
ON/OFF), F201, and 8203 (calibrate
position). V206 and V207 convert the 60-Hz
source to either 3600 ppm (low range) or 720
ppm (high range). These calibrate pulses are
applied to the amplifiers (26) and the
averaging circuit (27), and are used as a
known reference to calibrate the bridge.
M202 indicates the source frequency as did
MI01 in the receiver. A marker pen on the
ink recording chart indicates whether the set
is recording on high or low range.

9 -1 O. Rectifier V208 and voltage
regulators V209 and V210 are the major
blocks of the indicator power supply. A
mechanical chart drive motor moves the
recording chart. Troubleshooting the block
diagram will be discussed later with circuit
troubleshooting. The next topic of discussion
is circuit analysis.

10. Circuit Analysis
10-1. Since you are familiar with the

functional operation of the transmissometer,
you should be ready to review the operation
of the transmissometer circuits so that you
can more effectively troubleshoot the system.
Again, let's begin at the projector unit.
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10-2. Projector. Turn to FO 5 and keep it
open as you read through the following
discussion of circuit operation. All controls
are shown in their normal operating positions.

10-3. A system power of 115 volts AC, 60
Hz, is connected to terminal board (TB) E303
at terminals 5 and 6. From there, it is
connected to J302, a convenience outlet, and
to 8301 (power ON/OFF switch). Note on
the diagram (FO 5) that the convenience
outlet, J302, is not affected by either the
open or closed position of 8301.

10-4. From 8301 and F301, the AC to the
voltage stabilizing transformer (V8T) must
pass through 8302 and the contact of K301.
The schematic (FO 5) shows the mechanical
coupling between B301 and 8302. A notched,
circular earn is connected to the motor shaft
through a reduction gear assembly. The
operating lever for 8302 rides on the cam.
When the lever arm rolls into the notch, S302
opens and removes the AC voltage from the
voltage stabilizer for about 60 seconds. This is
the way that the hourly automatic
background illumination check is performed.

10-5. You can use another circuit to check
the effect of background illumination on the
indicator-recorder. This circuit has four
components- transformer T302, rectifier
CR301, switch 8205 on the indicator unit,
and relay K301.

10-6. Transformer T302 steps down the
115-volt input to 12 volts. This voltage is
applied to a bridge rectifier CR301, which
rectifies the 12-voit input and converts it to
13 volts DC.

11
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10-7. The BACKGROUND illumination
switch S205 connects a ground to CR301 to
apply the I3-volt DC potential to the coil of
K301. The contacts of K301 break the
current path to the V8T and turn off lamp
E301, as does the automatic hourly
BACKGROUND switch 8302. The I3-volt
potential is applied to the same conductors
that route the pulsed signal from the
receiver-amplifier unit to the
indicator-recorder unit. You can measure this
potential at several places, one of which is the
indicator signal input terminals, pins A and F
of J202.

10-8. The I3-volt DC potential applied to
the signal conductors provides the equipment
maintenance specialist with an excellent
trouble isolation aid under certain conditions.
Suppose that M201 reads zero, the indicator
calibrates, you hear no pulses (with
headphones) at J204, and you measure 13
volts DC at J202 between pins A and F. This
tells you that the signal conductor cable is
good and that the trouble is probably in the
receiver unit. If you do not measure the
13-volt potential when you check at J202,
then the trouble is either in the cables or at
the projector unit.

10-9. Returning to the discussion of the
projector lamp voltage circuitry, note that the
simplified schematic diagram of T301 is
shown in figure 37. The input voltage (105 to
125 VAC) is applied, in series, across
terminals 1 and 6 of the primary winding of
Tl and terminals 1 and 5 of Ll. Under
operating conditions, the inductive reactance
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30150- 1- 3- 37.- Figure 37. Voltage stabilizer for B model transmissometer.
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Figure 38. Trigger circuit.

of the Tl primary is approximately equal to
the capacitive reactance of capacitors Cl and
C2. Any changes in the input voltage are
developed across the primary of Tl and part
of Ll. However, the magnitude of the change
across the primary is reduced because of the
parallel resonant circuit of Tl, Cl, and C2. Ll
is a "swinging choke" whose inductance
depends upon the amount of current flow
through it. The changes in the secondary
voltage (Vs) caused by input voltage changes
are smoothed out by the swinging action in
the other sections of Ll; therefore, the
output voltage remains constant. If the
frequency of the input voltage changes, Tl,
Cl, and C2 move out of resonance and the
output voltage would change if it were not for
the series inductive circuit of L2, C3, and C4.

10-10. The voltage across the series LC
circuit changes in the opposite direction to
the voltage change across the secondary
caused by the frequency change; therefore,
the voltage is stabilized for a change in the
input frequency. The voltage stabilization
resulting from the series LC circuit is effective
as long as the load connected to the output

remains relatively constant. Since the load
consists of only the transmissometer lamp
filament, the load is nearly constant and
therefore the voltage stabilization remains
good.

10-11. Voltage output from T301 is
changed from 76-116 VAC by moving Sl to
different taps. Rl and R2 maintain a constant
load on the stabilizer circuit when the taps are
changed. In the B model transmissometerT303 steps down the 76,1l6 VAt from :rM
to 4.8-7.2 VAt, whlch lS the operatmg'
voltage for projector lamp EMf.
. 10-12. 'l%s completes the lIaiscussion of
most of the active projector circuits which
affect data flow through the system.
However, there are two other circuits that aid
you when you are performing maintenance on
the projector unit. One of these is meter
M30l, which you can connect in series with
receiver meter MlOl with switch Sl03 at the
receiver, as shown on FO 4. Notice that
phone jack J30l is provided at the projector
so that you can monitor the receiver output
signal. This jack is permanently wired into the
circuit; you do not have to "switch" it into
the system. You can use J30l during
alinement checks or other maintenance
routines.

10-13. Important points to remember
about the projector circuits are the factors
that control the lamp voltage: the power
switch, the hourly automatic background
check switching action, and the manual
background check circuitry. Also, remember
that the l3-volt potential for the background
check gives you a way to quickly check
continuity of the signal cable. Since the
projector transmits its light beam toward the
receiver, we should consider the way that the
receiver processes the light that it receives.

10-14. Receiver. Light from the projector
is focused on phototube VIOlA. Conduction
of VIOlA is controlled by the amount of
light striking it; the more light, the more
VIOlA conducts. The conduction path for
VIOlA is indicated by the arrows in figure
38. Phototube VIOlA controls the charge
rate of ClOl. As ClOl charges, the grid
voltage on thyratron Vl02 increases. When
the potential reaches the firing point of the
thyratron, the tube conducts. Initial current
path for Vl02 is through Cl02 and TlOl.
CI02 acts as a short around RI02, allowing
TIOI to build up its field. As Cl02 charges,
the plate voltage of Vl02 drops. When the
plate voltage reaches a predetermined voltage,
Vl02 extinguishes. During the conducting
time of Vl02, CIOI discharges through the
thyratron. ClOl starts to charge again as soon
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Figure 39. Receiver calibrate circuit.

30250·2·3·39

as Vl02 extinguishes, starting the process R110. Rll1, R117, and C109 (FO 5) are in
again. parallel with V106 and R110 and they couple

10-15. TlOl couples a positive pulse to the the increase in voltage, caused by Vl07 firing,
grid of VI09. Amplifier V109 is cathode as a positive pulse to the grid of VIaS.
self-biased by R105 and C104 (pin 7 of la-IS. Thyratron VIaS fires once for each
Tl03). The positive trigger pulses at the grid positive pulse that is applied to its grid. Figure
of V109 cause the tube to conduct more, 40 shows the metering circuit. When VIaS
increasing the field of Tl02. Output triggers fires, current flows through the cathode
developed by T102 are coupled through C112 resistors and M10I. The increase in cathode
and on to the indicator through the signal voltage causes Cl07 to charge. When VIaS
cable. Before tracing the signal path in the stops conducting, C107 tries to discharge
indicator, we should finish the discussion of through R111, R117, R116, RlOS, Rl07,
the receiver by studying the calibrate circuit. R118, and MlOI. The discharge of Cl07

10-16. Calibrate circuit. You can use meter maintains an average current flow through
MlOl in the receiver to aid you during M101 that is proportional to the input pulse
alinement and troubleshooting. To adjust the rate. 8103 places the projector meter in the
meter circuit, you need a known pulse rate. circuit for maintenance, as previously stated.
The calibration circuit is accurate because its 10-19. We know that when a thyratron
operation is based on a physical measurement; fires, it cannot be extinguished by the control
it counts pulses that are developed from the grid. Either the plate voltage must be
AC line voltage. The frequency of the line decreased (less positive) or the cathode
voltage is normally 60 Hz, and you can check voltage increased (more positive). In the case
it using frequency meter M102. The 60-Hz of Vl08, both of these conditions occur as
signal contains 3600 (60 Hz X 60 sec/min) C111 discharges. Before Vl08 fires, C111 has
pulses per minute; in turn, 3600 ppm is 90 a charge on it, as shown in figure 40. A
percent of 4000 ppm, the maximum pulse positive pulse on the grid causes the thyratron
rate from the photo tube-thyratron circuit. to fire. Current flow through Rl09 tends to
Thus, the indicator meter should show 90 decrease the plate voltage; therefore, Cll1
percent of full-scale deflection when the discharges through R114 and V108. The
calibrator switch, 8104, is in the ON cathode increases because of the IR drop
(calibrate) position. across R114 and the plate voltage decreases as

10-17. The calibrate circuit for the receiver Cll1 discharges. This decrease in potential
is shown in figure 39. A positive alternation between cathode and plate extinguishes VI08
of the AC causes V106 to conduct through until a positive pulse is again applied to the
RHO and C108. Cl08 charges until it reaches grid.
the firing point (about 90 volts) of neon glow 10-20. Rll? is a bias adjustment to
tube VIa? When Vl07 fires, C108 is shorted, prevent noise from firing the thyratron.
which places the line voltage across V106 and Adjust RI08 during calibration to obtain the
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Figure 40. Receiver meter circuit.

appropriate reading on MI0L If 8104 IS ill
the OFF (signal) position instead of ON
(calibrate), the difference is that the pulses to
the grid of VI08 come from VI09 through
CllO rather than the calibrate circuit. The
next and final circuit in the receiver is the
power supply.

10-21. Power supply. The receiver power
supply schematic is shown in FO 5. VI03 is a
full-wave rectifier supplying a voltage to the
filter circuit, LI01, CI05, CI05A, RI04, and
CI06. Two voltage regulator tubes maintain a
constant voltage output. VI05 is a 150-volt
regulator, and VI04 is a 105-volt regulator.
RI04 also serves as a current limiter for the
voltage regulators to maintain tube current
between 5 ma and 30 ma. The 150-volt
output is used in the pulse trigger circuit. The
255-volt output is used in the metering circuit
and as plate voltage for the trigger tubes. An
unregulated 400-volt output is used as plate
voltage for pulse amplifier VI09. To see how

the pulses from the receiver are used, move on
to the circuits in the indicator.

10-22. Indicator. The signal pulses from
the receiver are applied to J202 (FO 5) pins A
and F (from E203 pins 1 and 2). Capacitors
C213 and C206 couple signal pulses to the
grid of V204. L202 keeps the background
signal from being shorted to ground when
8205 is closed. Use 8206 to ground the input
signal when you zero the indicator meters.
R232 provides a constant input load for the
signal line to prevent changes in the signal
caused by fluctuations in the characteristics
of the amplifier tubes.

10-23. Amplifiers V204 and V205 are
conventional cathode self-biased amplifiers;
they supply a positive pulse to the grid of
thyratron V20L To obtain satisfactory
results, it is essential that thyratron tube
V201 fire once, and only once, for each
incoming pulse even though the pulse may
contain oscillations. It is also important that
large changes in the shape or amplitude of the
pulses have no effect on the current flow or
conduction time of V20L This is
accomplished by the indicator feedback
circuit. The shield grid of V201 is connected
to ground through resistor R204. During the
time tube V201 is conducting, the potential
of this grid rises to about 24 volts above
ground and remains there until the tube is
extinguished. This positive square-wave signal
is coupled to the control grid of the first stage
of the amplifier (V204) by capacitor C205.
This overloads the system, driving the control
grid of tube V204 positive. The grid of V205
'" then driven more negative, causing a further
increase in the voltage on the grid of V201.

10-24. These positive grid voltages increase
until V204 and V201 begin to draw grid
current, charging coupling capacitors C205
and C201. When the discharge of C202
extinguishes V201, a large negative potential
is applied to the grids of V204 and V201
caused by the discharge of the coupling
capacitors. Thus the amplifier is cut off and
insensitive to incoming signals until the
coupling capacitors discharge through their
respective grid resistors. The time constants
are chosen so that, by the time the system has
recovered, transient oscillations in the pulse
signal have been damped out.

10-25. The shape of the signal on the
control grid of tube V201 is determined
largely by the signal from the shield grid of
the tube itself and not by the shape of the
pulse from the signal line. The signal pulse
acts only to initiate the conduction or
"firing" of V201. Therefore, all pulses appear
to be the same to the tube and the shape of
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the input pulses has so significant effect on
the DC output voltage at the cathode.
Resistor R202 is large enough to limit the grid
current flow. If it did not, the excessive grid
current would affect the current flow through
the tube. This "side-tracking" of current
which nann ally flows to the plate would
result in a longer "on" time for the tube and
would affect the DC voltage applied to the
grid of V202.

10-26. The indicator metering circuit is

R218 R217 R216

C202 R203

ilr-1 ON

5201 R215V 2.07

Off

R211

R:204

lOW

R206

HIGH
e

shown in figure 41. The action of thyratron
tube V201 is similar to that of VI0S in the
receiver. With no pulse input, the tube is cut
off. When a pulse is applied to the grid, the
tube suddenly conducts, or "fires." Most of
the resulting cathode current takes the path
of least resistance, charging the large cathode
capacitor C204. Before the tube fires, C202
charges to B+ voltage through R203. When
the tube fires, C202 discharges through the
tube. This discharge time controls the "on"

300V DC

V203
R212

C204. 30·5

R2iO

~----------------~«R209

R201

R208

~--------------------------~.~<R207

Figure 41. Indicator metering circuit.
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time of the thyratron since it determines
when the plate voltage falls to the extinction
potential. After V201 is extinguished,
cathode capacitor C203 discharges relatively
slowly through R207, R20S, a portion of
R209, and R206, when the RANGE switch is
on LOW. The long time constant of the RC
circuit causes a DC voltage to develop at the
cathode of V201. The amplitude of the
voltage is determined by the frequency of the
input pulses. The higher the frequency of the
input pulses, the less time C203 has to
discharge and the higher the cathode voltage.
Thus, before it is completely discharged,
V201 conducts again and C203 recharges.
This DC voltage is applied to the grid of V202
in the bridge circuit through isolating resistor
R211. Capacitor C204 supplies additional
filtering for the DC voltage applied to the grid
of V202.

10-27. When the RANGE switch is on
HIGH, the discharge path for C203 is R205,
R205A, R206, a part of R209, R20S, and
R207. The resistance of this path is five times
as great as the discharge path when the
RANGE switch is on LOW. Therefore, C203
discharges five time more slowly on high
range than on low range and the sensitivity of
the unit is increased by five.

10-2S. The TRANSMISSION meter,
M201, is connected across a bridge circuit
made up R212, R213, R214, V202, and
voltage regulator V203. S201 is the recorder
ON-OFF switch. In the ON position, the
recorder is connected in series with M201.
V202 conducts continuously. Current
through V202 flows through R207, R20S,
R209, R210, and R212. Adjust the ZERO
ADJUSTMENT potentiometer (R209) so that
the voltage level on the grid of V202 causes
the voltages on the plates of V202 and V203
to be equal. To do this, you must close S206
(not shown) to ground the signal line. When
you have adjusted R209, no current flows
through M201 and it reads zero. As pulses are
applied to the grid of V201, a DC voltage is
developed on the grid of V202, as discussed in
the previous paragraphs. This increase in grid
voltage causes a decrease in the V202 plate
voltage. Since voltage regulator tube V203
maintains a constant voltage at its plate, a
voltage difference appears across M201 and
the recorder or M201 and R215, depending
upon the position of the recorder switch
S201. The resultant current through the
recorder and/or the transmission meter is in
direct proportion to the rate of pulses on the
grid of V201. In turn, the rate of pulses
depends upon the -transmission of light
through the atmosphere between the

projector and receiver. The purpose of R215
is to replace the internal resistance of the
recorder when the recorder switch is in the
OFF position.

10-29. Calibrate circuit. The calibrate
circuit in the indicator is a little different
from the one used in the receiver because of
the high-low range capability. You already
know that placing S202 in the high range
increases the sensitivity of the unit by five.
Therefore, if you want to calibrate in high
range, the calibrate pulse rate must be
reduced. Looking at the plate circuit of V206
in Fa 5 you find that R227 and R230 are in
series with C209 when S202 is in the high
range. With this high resistance in the charging
path of C209, it requires 5 alternations of the
AC input to obtain enough voltage to fire
V207. In other words, the calibrate circuit in
high range produces 720 ppm for a 60-Hz line
frequency.

10-30. You can adjust the high range
circuit by placing a short circuit between pins
3 and 4 of E203 (Fa 5, lower left); this shorts
R205A and B, in the high range position of
S202. With 720 ppm from the calibrate
circuit (high range) and with R205A and B
shorted, adjust R227 (high range tune) for a
reading of IS percent (720 is IS percent of
4000) on M201. Remove the short from E203
and adjust R205 (high range calibration) for a
reading of 90 percent on M201. Adjust the
low range calibration before you adjust the
high range so that you can adjust R217
(calibration) properly. C210, R229, and C214
bypass transient voltages that might otherwise
cause V207 to fire intermittently, especially
on the high range.

10-31. Power supply. The input AC power
to the indicator is regulated by a line voltage
stabilizer similar to that discussed previously.
The difference between the two stabilizers is
that T202 does not have a switch to provide a
variable output.

10-32. The stabilized voltage, 115 VAC, is
applied to the primary of power transformer
T201 through power ON-OFF switch S204
and fuse F201. There are four secondary
windings on power transformer T201. The
top winding supplies filament voltage to
thyratron tube V201. The center tap of this
winding is connected to the cathode of V201
to prevent arcing by maintaining the same
potential between the filament and cathode.
The second secondary winding applies
filament voltage to rectifier tube V20S. The
third winding develops 760 volts AC, half of
which is applied to each plate of V20S. The
bottom winding shown in the diagram applies
filament voltages to amplifiers V204 and
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V205 and to V202 and V206. The output of
the rectifier is connected to a pi type LC filter
consisting of power choke L201 and filter
capacitors C212 and C211. The output of this
filter is an unregulated 400 volts DC, which is
B+ for the amplifier tubes. Voltage regulator
tubes V209 and V210 are connected in series
with resistor R231 across the LC filter. The
regulated voltage across both tubes is 300
volts. The regulated 300 volts DC is applied to
the thyratron tube V201 and the meter bridge
circuit. For block and circuit analyses to be
meaningful to you, you need to know how
they can be used to troubleshoot the system
logically.

11. Troubleshooting
11-1. As is the case with most electronic

equipment, malfunctions can be isolated to
areas, circuits, and individual circuit
components if proper troubleshooting
procedures are followed. To help you to
isolate malfunctions logically, a
troubleshooting checklist has been devised.
The following discussion is based on the
checklist for the AN/GMQ-I0 and the logic
that is used to make the given checks.

11-2. The checklist is built on the
assumption that all switches are in the
positions shown in FO 5, with all power on
and all signal switches closed. The checklist
for the AN/GMQ-I0 is found in FO 6. Rules
for the use of this checklist are the same as
for the AN/TMQ-11 checklist. The first check
on the list is to read M201. If M201 has a zero
reading (not even a background signal), check
to see whether or not the calibrate signal
indicates properly on M201. If the calibrate
signal causes no indication on M201, then the
trouble is in the indicator. To isolate even
further, make the following checks. With
calibrate on, check M202; if it has no
indication, check the recorder lamp for glow.
These checks are quick checks of the input
AC, since M202 operates on input power and
the recorder lamp is connected to the AC
input and indicates whether or not the AC
wall plug is hot.

11-3. If M202 operates, check the power
supply to see whether or not the VR tubes
V209 and V210 glow. If V209 and V210
glow, the power supply is operating, which
leaves only three circuits that could be
malfunctioning-the amplifier, V201, or the
meters themselves. By turning the indicator
power off and then on, a power surge is
created. This power surge should cause a
deflection of the indicator meters if they are
good. M201 and M203 are in series; to isolate
the meters, use 8201 to switch M203 out of

the circuit. If the meters deflect, check (with
a headset) at J203 for a signal. If no audio is
heard, the trouble is in the amplifier.
However, if a signal is present at J203, then
the V201 stage is not operating. This covers
troubleshooting when you have a zero reading
on M201 and no indication on M202. Now
let's look at the trouble when M201 reads
zero for signal but M202 has an indication
during calibration.

11-4. If you have an indication when you
check M202, it eliminates most of the
indicator as a cause for the no-signal
indication on M201. The first logical check
under this condition is to check the signal at
the input of the indicator (pins 1 and 2 of
E203). To check for the signal at E203, use a
headset and a screwdriver to connect the plug
across the terminals. If a signal is present at
E203, the trouble is between E203 and 8203
(calibrate switch). However, if the signal is
not present at E203, the trouble could be the
cable. Remember that 13 VDC from the
projector is applied to the cable; check for
this voltage at E203 to determine whether or
not the cable is open. If the cable run is good
(13 VDC at E203), the trouble is in the
receiver.

11-5. Check the receiver to see whether or
not MI0l has a signal indication. If there is a
signal on MI01, only two components could
cause zero signal on M20I--either the
secondary of TI02 or C112 is open. On the
other hand, if MI0I does not indicate a
signal, the trouble could be the trigger circuit,
V109 stage, power supply, or the AC input. If
VI05 and VI04 are glowing, the power
supply is operating. If VI05 and VI04 are not
glowing, check for an indication on MI02
(frequency meter) with 8104 on to see
whether or not the receiver has an AC input.
To isolate the VI09 stage from the trigger
circuit, check for an audio signal at JI05.

11-6. You may be asking yourself: "Why
couldn't the trouble have been the projector
lamp?" To answer this question, recall that
when M201 was checked, it indicated zero
signal. Since most sets have some background
noise, the projector lamp could not have
caused this. Knowledge of this one point can
save you a lot of unnecessary troubleshooting
time. This concludes the discussion of
troubles when the M201 reading is zero. How
can you isolate the trouble when M201 reads
high?

11-7. An abnormally high reading on
M201 could be caused by a defective V201
stage, a faulty component in the bridge
circuit, a malfunctioning receiver power
supply, or misadjustment of the light
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intensity. To isolate these possibilities, place
8206 (ZERO switch) to TE8T. By grounding
the input signal line to the indicator, you
isolate the trouble to the receiver or the
indicator. If M201 continues to read high
when 8206 is closed, the trouble is probably
either V201 stage or the bridge. If the reading
drops to zero on M201 with 8206 closed, it
indicates the trouble is in the receiver or
projector. A high output from the receiver
power supply causes the trigger circuit to fire
at a higher rate than the light intensity
warrants. A higher than normal background
reading indicates that the receiver power
supply output is probably high. A normal
background reading but high signal reading
indicates the trouble is probably a
misadjusted iris or light setting.

11-8. Suppose that you observe an
abnormally low reading on M201. This can be
caused by a high output voltage from the
indicator power supply. A high output voltage
increases the voltage on the bridge circuit,
causing the plate voltage of V202 to increase.
This gives the low M201 reading. A low
reading could also indicate that the projector

lamp is out and that the low reading is only
background signal. To isolate to a
misadjustment or background signal, close
8205 and check to see if a change occurs in
the reading on M201. If the reading changes,
then the receiver iris or the projector lamp is
misadjusted or the receiver and projector are
out of alinement.

11-9. The last abnormal condition that
you can observe on M201 is a negative
reading. A negative reading indicates the
trouble is in the bridge circuit. If M201 has a
normal signal reading, this indicates that the
entire signal channel is operating properly,
including the power supplies. The remaining
checks on the checklist are for calibration and
background circuits.

11-10. These checks are self-explanatory
except for check 4. Check 4 troubleshoots the
manual background check circuit. If M201
does not indicate a change when you close
8205, the trouble is in the projector or in
8205 itself. The 4a subchecks isolate the
trouble to 8205 or the 13 VDC. Check 4b
determines whether or not the signal line is
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shorted to ground when S205 is closed; this
could be caused by a shorted L202.

11-11. In using this type of checklist, keep
all open mind. A defective component in one
area may create an impression that the
trouble is in another area according to the
checklist. As your troubleshooting experience
increases, you develop a mental checklist and
methods to isolate the defective components.
This checklist should help a new repairman- to
get started troubleshooting, but do not use it
as a substitute for logical thinking.

12. System Maintenance
12 -1. As the weather equipment

repairman, you must insure that the system is
measuring transmissivity correctly. There are
several items to adjust or calibrate in the
AN/GMQ-I0 system. As we have done before
we will begin the discussion with the
projector lamp.

12-2. Projector Lamp. When you are
replacing the projector lamp, make sure the
filaments are in the vertical position. After
the lamp has been installed, make the vertical
and horizontal projector housing adjustments
to obtain the maximum reading on M301; this
is known as beam alinement. The projector
adjustment screws are shown in figure 42. The
preventive maintenance routines require you
to check the beam alinement every 30 days.
The receiver telescope also has alinement
screws, as shown in figure 43. Adjust them to
insure that the receiver telescope points
directly at the projector. Aline the receiver
telescope by turning the adjustment screws
until MI0I has maximum signal reading, or
by using an alinement tool. W11enyou make
the projector and receiver alinement

adjustments you may have to adjust the iris
diaphragm so that the meter reading does not
exceed 100 percent. Another check that you
have to make on the transmissometer is the
leakage current check.

12-3. Leakage. To reduce the leakage
current of capacitor CI01, the capacitor is
molded of a high resistance bakelite. To
reduce the surface leakage, the bakelite is
treated with ceresin wax. In addition, the
low-voltage side of the capacitor, which
would ordinarily be connected to ground, is
kept at a potential of 150 volts. Thus, the
average voltage difference across the capacitor
is approximately 20 volts instead of 140 volts.
The envelope of the trigger tube is treated
with ceresin wax to reduce the effects of
humidity on the leakage over the glass
surface. The lead from the anode (cap) of the
phototube to capacitor CI0l and the grid
(cap) of the trigger tube is air-insulated and
supported by only the caps of the tubes so
that leakage from this lead is eliminated.

12-4. A second type of leakage is the
leakage within the envelopes of the tubes
themselves. In photoelectric cells, this leakage
generally produces a current across the tube,
even when the tube is dark. Less frequently, it
produces a leakage of the photoelectric
current to ground. In the first case, the pulse
amplifier continues to pulse at a low rate (one
pulse in 10 seconds or slower) when the
receiver is dark. In the second case, the pulse
amplifier may stop pulsing even though there
is sufficient light on the photoelectric cell to
produce a pulse rate of one pulse per second
or less. Leakage within the trigger tube
usually has the same effect as the second case
above. Select VIOl and VI02 so that the dark
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current of the photoelectric cell does not
produce a pulse rate faster than one pulse per
minute. In addition, the internal leakage of
the two tubes must be small enough so that
the pulse rates as low as one pulse per minute
can be obtained when the light on the
photoelectric cell is reduced sufficiently.

12-5. There is a preventive maintenance
routine that you use to check the leakage
current. There are two precautions that you
should observe when you are handling the
receiver trigger circuit-never allow direct
sunlight to fall on the phototube, and do not
touch the glass surfaces of VIOl or VI02
since your fingers may deposit an oily film on
the surface that increases the leakage current.

12-6. High Range Function. Another of
the adjustments that you should make is the
high range function of the indicator. Before
you start the high range calibration
adjustment, be sure the low range is properly
adjusted. To calibrate the high range, you
make two adjustments-R227 (high range

• tune) and R205 (high range calibration), as
shown in FO 5. Remember that the high
range increases the sensitivity of the M201

reading by a factor of 5. To adjust R227,
place a shorting wire between pins 3 and 4 of
E203 (same points as pins C and D of J202).
By shorting these pins, R205 and R205A are
shorted, keeping the thyratron (V201) in low
range operation when 8202 is in the HIGH
position. With 8202 in the HIGH position and
8203 in the CALIBRATE position, adjust
R227 until M201 reads 18 percent (60-Hz
AC) or 15 percent (50-Hz AC). Remove the
shorting wire from E203, keep 8202 and
8203 in the same positions as above, and
adjust R205 for a reading of 90 percent on
M201. The high range calibrate is now
adjusted.

12-7. These are a few of the more
important adjustments that you need to make
on the transmissometer. Refer to the
preventive maintenance cards and the
operational technical order for instructions on
the care and maintenance of the entire
system.

12-8. At this point, refer to the chapter
review exercises in your workbook and
answer the items for this chapter before
proceeding to Chapter 4.
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